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Water-based acrylic paint for protecting and painting concrete swimming pools. With an anti-mould and 
anti-algae effect.

INSTALACIONES DEPORTIVAS

PRODUCTOS PARA USO ESPECIFICOFAMILY
LINE

 DESCRIPTION AND NATURE

 USAGES

Outdoors/Indoors
Cement
Pools

 PROPERTIES

Surface leweling
Fungus and seaweed protector
- Water resistant
Alacalynity  resistance
- Good adhesion
The product may become discoloured depending on the type and concentration of the disinfectant used.
- Strong resistence to the atmospherical factors
- Does not spead flame
- Good yield
- Good applicability
- For both freshwater and saltwater pools

 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTCS

Referencia Color MONTOSPORT PISCINAS AL AGUA AZUL
Semi-mattFinish

Specific weight 1,21± 0,05 kg/l
Viscosity 141 +/- 20 PO
Solids in volume 41± 1
Solids in weight 53± 1

5-9 m²/LAproximated performance by coat

(20ºC HR: 60%): 10-30 min. Fill pool: 8 daysDry to touch 
(20ºC HR: 60%): 24 hDry to repaint 
Blue-183, White 102Colours

 SURFACE PREPAIRING

New surfaces
Cement mortars:
1. Wait until fully hardened (min. 30 days).
2. Clean off possible efflorescence with an abrasive jet.
3. Neutralise alkaline surfaces.
4. For polished surfaces: sand down to open the grain.
5. Clean any unusual products from the base.
6. Fix crumbling bases using fixative emulsion or Fijamont.
7. Fill in any defects/flaws in the base. 

Plaster:
1.Wait until the plaster is dry (maximum 20% humidity).
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2.Clean any unusual products from the base.
3.Clean off possible efflorescence with an abrasive jet.
4.Control the absorbency of the base using a sealer, fixative or a diluted coat of the same product.
5.For polished surfaces: sand down to open the grain.
6.Fix crumbling bases using fixative emulsion or Fijamont.
7.Fill in any defects/flaws in the base (see family 6)

Restoring and maintenance
1 -Completely remove any old or loose paint.
2 -Dull down glossy surfaces to ensure good adhesion.
3 -On painted bases, check the solidity and anchorage of the paint and the type of paint in order to avoid potential 
incompatibilities. Remove dust and dirt before repainting.
4 -Fill in any defects in the base using plaster.
5 -Walls with mould, treat first with fungicide (Montolimp).

 WAY OF USE

Application notes
- Stir the product until perfectly homogenised.
- Dilute the product according to the porosity and state of the base on the first coat.
- Finish with one or two slightly diluted coats, until the base has full coverage.
-Adhesion should be checked between coats of paint on old paint given that it is usual to repaint swimming pools regularly, 
therefore adhesion between coats may be greater than the adhesion of the old paints on the case and this could cause peeling 
of the old coats of paint.
This product is resistant to chlorine and chlorine derivatives if concentration is within the limits indicated in RD 742/2013, 
27th of September.
For any other treatment (flocculants, algaecides ...), check with the supplier the possibility to be used in painted pools.

Solvent for dilution and cleaning
Water

Way of use
Painting brush 10-20%
Roller 10-20%
Air-less gun 5-20%
Air-mix gun 5-20%
Aerographic gun 10-30%
Low preasure turbo 10-30%

Aproximate dilution

 SYSTEM
Procedures depending of surface type

Primer Intermedium Finish

Old paintings in bad state

MAX
STD Eliminar+Montosport al agua diluido Montosport piscinas al agua

Old painting in good state

MAX
STD Montosport al agua diluido Montosport piscinas al agua

Wood

MAX No aplicable
STD

Cement

MAX Fijador, Emulsión Fijadora Montosport piscinas al agua Montosport piscinas al agua
STD Montosport piscinas al agua diluido Montosport piscinas al agua
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Support weak

MAX Fijador, Emulsión Fijadora Montosport piscinas al agua diluido Montosport piscinas al agua
STD Fijador, Emulsión Fijadora Montosport piscinas al agua Montosport piscinas al agua

Plaster

MAX No aplicable
STD

 SECURITY

Do not eat, neither drink, nor smoke during the application. In case of contact with eyes, wash abundantly with clean water. 
Keep away from children. Do not throw in darin. Keep product in dry area, under cover and temperature between 5 to 35°C. 
For further information, please check product safety sheet.

 NOTE

Information here indicated is based on our actual knowledge, laboratory testing and taking in count the practical use under 
specific circumstances.As it is impossible to stablish an adecuate description for every nature and status of the supports to be 
painted, we are unable to warrant the absolute reproductibility in each specific use

Maximum recommended storage time : 24 months since its fabrication in its original packaging perfectly closed, stored 
indoors and at temperatures between 5º and  35ºC

 PACKINGS

4 L, 12 L
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